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Introduction 
A programme of archaeological monitoring was carried out during the excavation of footing 
trenches during the restoration of a stable block, and expansion into living accommodation, at 40 
College St, Bury St. Edmunds (Fig. 1; TL 8543 6383).  The monitoring conditions were given in 
a ‘brief and specification’ (Appendix 1) drawn up by R.D. Carr for the local planning authority, 
attached to application SE/03/3355/P.   
 
Interest in the site is based on its position along one of the early medieval streets of Bury St. 
Edmunds.  It is also close to the site of an earlier excavation, BSE 200 (Tester 2002), which is 
indicated on Figure 1.  That excavation revealed evidence of medieval cess pit digging and 
included a range of ovens.  A rare find of medieval concrete was also made on this site, probably 
indicating a high status building with a cellar nearby.   
 
The Warren map of Bury (1747) shows a continuous terrace of houses along this side of the 
street where there are now gaps, and it was hoped that light might be shed on the changing 
morphology of this section of the town.   
 
 
Methodology 
The development involved the removal of some overburden from parts of the site but it was only the footing 
trenches for the new building work which seriously threatened archaeological deposits and it was these which were 
closely monitored and recorded.  During the excavation of the footings limited hand digging of selected features 
took place and spoil removed by machine was examined.  Inevitably there is a high risk of finds falling from the 
sides of the trench when they are extracted by a machine bucket and this was certainly the case with some of the 
contexts.  A 1:50 plan of the footings was annotated and selected sections were recorded at scales of 1:20 and 1;50.  
A single context numbering system was applied, but cut and fill numbers were not separated.  Following the work 
all context records were entered on an Access database.  A Harris matrix of the relationships between the contexts 
has been included as Appendix 4.  The finds were washed, marked and quantified before analysis, and are held at 
Shire Hall, Bury St Edmunds.   
 
 

Results 
The trenches are described in the order in which they were excavated.  The phasing is presented 
in the General Discussion section, rather than with the general description, to reflect the limited 
extent of the evidence and particularly the uncertainty over much of the dating due to the small 
amounts of stratified pottery recovered from most of the features.   
 
Trench A 
(Fig. 3; Sections 1 and 2) 
 
The footings were begun at the north-west corner of the standing stable block (Fig. 2).  This 
section of footing was approximately 9m in length.  It was excavated to a minimum of 1m where 
there was natural chalk, but was up to 1.3m deep where the base of the trench was cut by 
archaeological features.  Extending from the stable wall, the section consisted of a layer of tile, 
rubble and topsoil over puddled chalk.  The chalk decreased in thickness from 0.3m at the east 
end, gradually fading out at 6.5m.  Below this layer, extending to the top of natural chalk, was a 
layer of grey-brown chalky loam.  This layer extended the length of the trench.  A cut feature, 
0002, was partially visible running below the stable block although there was insufficient 
evidence to establish its character.  It was filled with pale brown loam.  Towards the west end of 
this trench were the truncated remains of at least two pits filled with pale brown loam with chalk; 
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finds were recovered under a single context 0003 and there was a high risk of contamination.  
The finds from 0003 are dated 16th-17th centuries.   
 
Trench B 
(Fig. 2; no section) 
 
The westernmost footing trench was approximately 12.5m long.  The lower 0.4m of trench 
consisted of a pale brown loam 0004 which was under a darker brown topsoil.  A single potsherd 
of 12th-13th century date was recovered from the lower fill.  At 2m from the north end was a 
circular pit, 0028, which was 1.35m deep.  It was cut on the north side by a second pit, 0005, 
which had a retaining wall built into the earlier pit.  The wall was built of brick and stone 
beginning at 0.8m from the surface.  The blocks were limestone and included towards the base, a 
section of a column possibly robbed from the Abbey.  The pit fill was unconsolidated, containing 
many loose peg tiles, and was not bottomed at 2m.  A single large potsherd suggests an 18th 
century date for this pit. On the south side of the pit was a wider pit, 0007, which was 1.4m deep.  
The pottery from the area of this pit provides a range of dates from the 12th to 20th centuries and 
there is a strong implication that contexts were mixed as the feature was excavated by machine.  
The edge of a ?pit 0008 and a possible posthole 0030 partially intruded into the trench on the 
western side.  No finds were recovered from either feature.   
 
The level at which natural chalk was uncovered between the cut features dropped from 1m at the 
north end of the trench to 1.2m at the south end.  In the west-east trench at the south end of the 
site, the greater depth at which the chalk appears is accounted for by a large cut feature, 0029.  
This appears above pit 0010, which began approximately 1.25m from the south end of the 
trench.  It was 2m wide with vertical sides and not bottomed at over 2m.  It was suggested on site 
that this feature may butt end in Trench C.  The fills were similar, consisting of a mid-brown 
loam with chalk inclusions.  No finds were recovered from either 0029 or 0010 
 
Trench C 
(Fig. 4; Section 3) 
 
The west-east trench at the south end of the site was 5m long.  The southern 2m of this trench 
were recorded in section 3 (Fig. 4).  The section reveals 0.5m of topsoil, which includes the brick 
foundations for a north south Victorian wall 0021.  Directly beneath the wall is a well, 0014 
which appears in Trenches C and D.  It was at least 2m wide with square sides and was 
excavated to a depth of c.3.5m.  Where the well cut earlier pits, a retaining wall was built of 
reused peg tiles and mortar which sat on the solid chalk.  The well was infilled with layers of ash 
and occupation debris including animal bone, which was not kept, and pottery 0013.  The well 
structure is dated approximately late medieval from the tiles, with the infilling dated to the 16th-
17th centuries from a relatively large collection of pottery.  Only a small sample of pit 0012 to 
the west of the well was dug and it included a single potsherd dated 12th-14th century.   
 
Trench D 
(Fig. 4; Section 4) 
 
This south-north trench was 8m long.  At the south end, well 0014 cut into a pit, 0015, which 
was over 3.5m deep.  It produced three sherds of pottery dated 12th-13th century.  This pit, in 
turn, cut an earlier pit of which very little survived, 0016. The upper fill of the trench bisected 
the footings for a Victorian building, 0021.  At the north end of the trench was a shallow pit 
0020, which produced two sherds of 12th-14th century pottery.  It cut layer 0018 in connecting 
Trench E (see Fig. 3, section 5) which also produced 13th-14th century pottery.   
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Trench E 
(Fig. 3; Section 5) 
 
This west-east trench was 5m long.  Beneath a disturbed topsoil layer was crushed chalk surface 
0023 first encountered in Trench A.  Beneath this, running down the centre of the trench, and not 
appearing in the section, was a bedding course of peg tile and mortar similar to that used in the 
construction of well 0014.  These layers overlay a green-brown loam, 0022.  From the west end 
this sealed the top of pit 0020, pit or possibly posthole 0027, clay spread 0026 and chalk surface 
0025.  These contexts either lay over layer 0018 or were cut into it.  Towards the east end of this 
trench, 0018 overlay a deep pit 0019.  Layer 0018 produced four sherds of 12th-14th century 
pottery while pit 0019 produced a relatively large group of pottery spot-dated to the 13th 
century.  It also contained two fragments of coarse limestone dated 13th century.   
 
 
The Finds 
Sue Anderson 

Introduction 
Table 1 shows the quantities of finds collected during the monitoring.  A full quantification by 
context is included as Appendix 3.1. 
 

Find type No. Wt/g 
Pottery 133 4142 
CBM 32 5354 
Fired clay 1 5 
Stone 2 - 
Glass 3 591 
Clay pipe 1 11 
Animal bone 87 871 
Shell 7 58 
Coal 1 - 

Table 1. Finds quantities. 
 
Pottery 
Introduction 
Eleven contexts produced 133 sherds of pottery (4142g).  A quantification by fabric type is 
shown in Table 2, and a full quantification by context is included as Appendix 3.2. 
 

Methodology 
Quantification was carried out using sherd count and weight.  A full quantification by fabric, context and feature is 
available in the archive.  All fabric and rim form codes were assigned from the Suffolk post-Roman fabric series, 
which includes Norfolk, Essex, Cambridgeshire and Midlands fabrics, as well as imported wares.  Imports were 
identified from Jennings (1981).  Non-local ware identifications are based on McCarthy and Brooks (1988).  A ×20 
microscope was used for fabric identification and characterisation.  Form terminology follows MPRG (1998).  
Recording uses a system of letters for fabric codes together with number codes for ease of sorting in database 
format.  SCCAS pottery quantification forms were used and the results were input onto an Access 97 database. 
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Fabric Code  No. % No. Wt/g % Wt 
Early medieval ware EMW 3.10 1 1.9 10 1.2 
Medieval coarseware MCW 3.20 2 3.8 39 4.6 
Bury coarse sandy ware BCSW 3.32 3 5.7 37 4.4 
Bury medieval coarseware BMCW 3.33 20 37.7 302 36.0 
BMCW gritty BMCWG 3.34 1 1.9 9 1.1 
Grimston ware GRIM 4.10 11 20.8 125 14.9 
Hedingham ware HFW1 4.23 3 5.7 43 5.1 
London-type ware LOND 4.50 12 22.6 274 32.7 
Total medieval   53 39.8 839 20.3 
Late medieval and transitional LMT 5.10 19 26.8 874 29.0 
Post-medieval redwares PMRW 6.10 3 4.2 77 2.6 
Iron glazed blackware IGBW 6.11 1 1.4 59 2.0 
Glazed red earthenware GRE 6.12 44 62.0 1848 61.4 
Speckle glazed ware SPEC 6.15 1 1.4 71 2.4 
Tin glazed earthenware TGE 6.30 1 1.4 16 0.5 
Raeren stoneware GSW3 7.13 1 1.4 27 0.9 
Frechen stoneware GSW4 7.14 1 1.4 38 1.3 
Total late and post-medieval   71 53.4 3010 72.7 
Late post-medieval earthenwares LPME 8.01 2 22.2 97 33.1 
Refined whitewares REFW 8.03 2 22.2 7 2.4 
Yellow ware YELW 8.13 1 11.1 13 4.4 
English stoneware ESW 8.20 4 44.4 176 60.1 
Total modern   9 6.8 293 7.1 
Total   133  4142  

Table 2. Pottery quantification by fabric. 
 

Pottery by period 
Medieval pottery 
Medieval wares formed almost 40% of the assemblage by count but only 20% by weight.  The 
average sherd weight was 15.8g, which is not particularly low.  However, there is a noticeable 
difference between the average weight of the glazed ware sherds (17g) and the coarseware 
sherds (14.7g), which is due to the presence of several large sherds from a single London ware 
vessel. 
 
As elsewhere in the town, the coarsewares were dominated by ‘Bury medieval coaseware’ 
(BMCW), which made up just over a third of the total period group, and 77% of the coarsewares.  
There were a few other local and regional wares, including two sherds of an oxidised fine sandy 
ware with sparse, very fine, calcareous inclusions, one of which was decorated with large finger 
impressions at the shoulder and was probably from a bowl.  Only one vessel was identifiable in 
this group, a jar rim in 0007.  A sherd of early medieval ware was decorated with combed wavy 
lines.  Most of the coarseware body sherds were heavily sooted, but there was generally little 
abrasion. 
 
The glazed wares formed roughly half of the medieval assemblage.  This figure is artificially 
high due to the large number of sherds from two vessels.  If these are taken as single sherds, the 
figure is closer to 20% and is comparable with the Maltings site (BSE 200) across the road.  The 
26 sherds represented three Grimston (Norfolk), one Hedingham (Essex) and one London ware 
vessels.  Most of the Grimston ware sherds were from a face jug, with applied decoration under 
green glaze.  The Hedingham ware sherds were typical of the industry, and were from a jug with 
narrowly spaced, thin applied strips under a copper glaze.  The London ware vessel was a 
baluster jug decorated in the North French style, with applied stamped rosette pads and vertical 
roller-stamped strips in red slip, glazed green above a cordon-groove close to the base. 
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Late and post-medieval pottery 
Local redwares dominated this group, which made up just over half the pottery assemblage by 
count.  Late medieval and transitional wares included jugs and large storage vessels, and there 
were several storage jars, jugs, a bowl and a lid in glazed red earthenwares.  Most of these 
vessels came from a single context, 0013, the fill of well 0014.  Other pottery in this period 
group included a rim sherd from a 17th century bowl or dish in tin glazed earthenware, possibly 
Dutch or Anglo-Netherlands; a large fragment of a small Raeren stoneware mug; and the handle 
from a Bellarmine-type bottle in Frechen stoneware. 
 
Modern pottery 
A few sherds of modern pottery were unstratified or intrusive in the tops of earlier features.  
They included fragments of plantpot, a willow pattern plate rim and a yellow ware footring base. 
 
Building materials 
Thirty-two fragments of ceramic building material were collected from eight contexts.  The 
majority of pieces were red peg tiles in medium sandy fabrics, probably of late and post-
medieval date.  These were found in pit 0005, well fill 0013, well construction 0014, mixed fill 
0017 and wall 0021.  Most were covered with mortar and had been re-used.  Medieval peg tiles 
in red sandy fabrics with grey cores (two fragments) and estuarine clay fabrics (two fragments) 
were found in layer 0018 and pit 0019.  There was a small piece of re-used red brick, 59mm 
thick with a cream coloured mortar that contained coal/charcoal, in pit 0005.  One fragment of 
modern white-firing pantile or drainpipe was collected as an unstratified find (0001).   
 
A fragment of chalk tempered fired clay with one smoothed surface may be a fragment of daub 
or oven dome, and was found in layer 0018. 
 
Two large worked blocks of coarse shelly limestone were recovered from layer 0018.  Both 
showed signs of burning and sooting.  One piece was a fragment of a small column base, 
possibly from a door jamb, and the other was probably an ashlar block, although it appeared to 
have a hole drilled into it.  Both are likely to be of 13th century date (R.D. Carr, pers. comm.). 
 
Miscellaneous 
Three pieces of glass bottles were found.  The neck of a small medicine or perfume bottle in pale 
green glass was found in layer 0004, together with the base of an onion-shaped bottle.  The neck 
of another ‘onion bottle’ was found in fill 0017.  These are likely to be of 17th-18th century date. 
 
One fragment of an early to mid-17th century clay pipe was an unstratified find. 
 
A tiny fragment of ?coal was collected from pit 0020 and is likely to be intrusive in this 
medieval feature. 
 
Biological evidence 
Animal bone 
Fragments of animal bone were sampled from four contexts.  Small quantities of bone were 
collected from pit/posthole 0003 and well fill 0013, both of which contained large quantities.  
From 0003 there was a fragment of medium mammal skull and a ?tibia shaft fragment.  Five 
fragments from 0013 were cranial and mandibular fragments of cattle.  Layer 0018 produced 
eight fragments of cattle horncore and a piece of metapodial shaft.   
 
The largest group was from medieval pit 0019, and included skull, vertebra, pelvis, scapula, rib 
and long bone fragments from large and medium mammals, and several bird bones.  One large 
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mammal scapula fragment was enlarged with porous new bone growth, probably the result of an 
inflammatory disease.  The long bone fragments had been chopped longitudinally, presumably 
for marrow extraction. 
 

Shell 
Seven oyster shells were found in layer 0018 and pit 0019.  Two of these shells belonged to a 
single individual, which had clearly been discarded intact.  The deposits inside it were of silty 
appearance and contained insect pupae cases. 
 
Discussion of the finds evidence 
Medieval features generally produced only small quantities of local coarseware pottery and no 
other finds.  The exception was pit 0019 (and associated layer 0018), which contained a variety 
of coarse and glazed wares, fragments of medieval peg tiles, pieces of building stone, and food 
waste.  The presence of worked stone is unusual in pre-Dissolution features in the town, and may 
indicate a secular origin for the pieces.  The presence of glazed ware, whilst not in itself an 
indicator of wealth, may suggest middle to high status simply due to the variety of sources 
represented. 
 
Post-medieval rubbish disposal on the site was largely confined to the well, which contained a 
wide range of local pottery, fragments of peg tile, and large quantities of animal bone (not 
recovered).  A few sherds of 19th century pottery were recovered from this feature, but they are 
likely to be intrusive or the result of slumping at the top of the well.  Several fragments of 16th-
17th century pottery and tile had been heavily burnt, and this disposal could represent clearance 
following a fire.  Feature 0003 and pit 0005 also produced small quantities of post-medieval 
pottery, bone, glass and ceramic building material. 
 
General Discussion 
The phasing presented below provides an outline for the discussion, but the results must be 
qualified by the limited scope of the work both in terms of areas excavated and the amount of 
hand digging carried out.   
 
Phase 1 (12th-14th centuries) 
This phase mostly comprises of pits which included 0007, 0010, 0012, 0015, 0016, 0019 and 
0027.  Of these, only pit 0019 contained sufficient finds to be able to date it with confidence to 
the 13th century.  It is suggested (above) that the range of glazed pottery from this feature may 
be indicative of a high status dwelling.  The building stone from layer 0018 may add support to 
this interpretation.  The remaining features rely on their physical similarity and finds from a few 
of them.  These pits may have been dug for chalk extraction but were probably cess pits similar 
to many excavated at BSE 0200 (Tester 2002).   
 
Phase 2 (14th century) 
This phase is based on the stratigraphic sequence in Section 5.  Pit 0019 was sealed by layer 
0018.  Following the accumulation of this layer, pit 0020 and pit or posthole 0027 were cut 
through it.  This suggests that some time may have elapsed between the sequence.  Feature 0027 
was partially sealed by clay layer 0026 which was level with chalk surface 0025.  The clay must 
have been imported onto the site and could be evidence of walling from a medieval building, 
possibly a workshop projecting from the back of a medieval property along the College Street 
frontage.  These layers may be trampled yarding, however.  This phase was sealed by a layer of 
pale brown loam 0022, which may indicate a period of abandonment before Phase 3. 
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Phase 3 (15th-17th centuries) 
This phase includes late medieval well 0014 and floor surface 0023.  The former had a relatively 
short life span from the late medieval period to the 16th-17th centuries.  When finely abandoned 
it was backfilled with a large amount of rubbish including much ash and charcoal which it has 
been suggested (above) may have come from a major fire.  Chalk surface 0023 could have been 
from the floor of a building or yarding, the evidence was not conclusive.  It is difficult to 
interpret the function of the bedding layer of pegtiles and mortar from Trench E.  The Warren 
map of 1747 indicates a continuous terrace of buildings along the street front at this time with no 
ancillary structures at the rear.   
 
Phase 4 (18th-20th centuries) 
Later features include the brick supported cess pit 0005 in Trench B and wall foundation 0021 in 
Trench D.  A range of back yard buildings is indicated on recent maps of the site which must 
have been demolished in the 20th century.   
 
 
Conclusion 
Although the evidence as a whole is somewhat selective there are sufficient grounds to suggest a 
complex history for the site.  A network of cess-pits is evidence of street front occupation from 
at least the 13th century with the possibility of outbuildings.  The growth of a mixed brown soil 
0026, shown clearly in Sections 1 and 5, may be evidence for a hiatus in the late medieval period 
but from the position of the monitoring trenches it could not be established whether there were 
ever vacant plots along the street front.  The indications of high status from pit 0019 are 
interesting given the finds from BSE 200 on the eastern side of the street where medieval 
concrete was discovered and where similar implications for the status of the area can be drawn.   
 
Andrew Tester, November 2003 
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Appendix 1: Brief and Specification for Archaeological Monitoring 
of Development 

40 COLLEGE STREET, BURY ST EDMUNDS 
 

Although this document is fundamental to the work of the specialist archaeological contractor the 
developer should be aware that certain of its requirements are likely to impinge upon the working 
practices of a general building contractor and may have financial implications, for example see 
paragraphs 2.3 & 4.3. 

 
1. Background 
1.1 Planning permission to develop on this site has been granted conditional upon an acceptable programme of 

archaeological work being carried out (application SE/02/3355/P). Assessment of the available 
archaeological evidence indicates that the area affected by development can be adequately recorded by 
archaeological monitoring. 

1.2 This area is within the medieval urban core in the area of Archaeological Interest defined in the Local Plan.   
The development area has frontage onto College Street, one of the early medieval grid plan streets which 
are known to have had medieval dwellings on the road side.  The principal development in this instance is 
8m or more behind the frontage and is believe to be behind the area with potential for medieval dwellings.  
There is, however, high potential for ancillary structures and occupation deposits to exist within the area of 
new building. 

1.3 In accordance with the standards and guidance produced by the Institute of Field Archaeologists this brief 
should not be considered sufficient to enable the total execution of the project. A Project Design or Written 
Scheme of Investigation (PD/WSI) based upon this brief and the accompanying outline specification of 
minimum requirements, is an essential requirement. This must be submitted by the developers, or their 
agent, to the Conservation Team of the Archaeological Service of Suffolk County Council (Shire Hall, 
Bury St Edmunds IP33 2AR; telephone/fax: 01284 352443) for approval. The work must not commence 
until this office has approved both the archaeological contractor as suitable to undertake the work, and the 
PD/WSI as satisfactory. The PD/WSI will provide the basis for measurable standards and will be used to 
establish whether the requirements of the planning condition will be adequately met.  

 
2. Brief for Archaeological Monitoring 
2.1 To provide a record of archaeological deposits which are damaged or removed by any development 

[including services and landscaping] permitted by the current planning consent. 
2.2 The main academic objective will centre upon the potential of this development to produce evidence for 

earlier occupation of the site, particularly medieval settlement. 
2.3 The significant archaeologically damaging activity in this proposal are the site preparation works to remove 

a concrete pad followed by ground reduction to floor formation levels and the excavation of strip footings 
and service trenches.  The initial breaking and establishment of working practices for the removal of the 
concrete pad shall be under archaeological control in order that damage to underlying deposits shall not 
occur.  Soil stripping and trench excavation are to be observed by an archaeologist while they take place 
(by the building contractor). Adequate time is to be allowed for archaeological recording of archaeological 
deposits during excavation, and of soil sections following excavation (see 4.3). 

 
3. Arrangements for Monitoring 
3.1 To carry out the monitoring work the developer will appoint an archaeologist (the archaeological 

contractor) who must be approved by the Conservation Team of Suffolk County Council’s Archaeological 
Service (SCCAS) - see 1.3 above. 

3.2 The developer or his archaeologist will give the Conservation Team of SCCAS five working days notice of 
the commencement of ground works on the site, in order that the work of the archaeological contractor may 
be monitored. The method and form of development will also be monitored to ensure that it conforms to 
previously agreed locations and techniques upon which this brief is based. 

3.3 Allowance must be made to cover archaeological costs incurred in monitoring the development works by 
the contract archaeologist.  The size of the contingency should be estimated by the approved archaeological 
contractor, based upon the outline works in paragraph 2.3 of the Brief and Specification and the building 
contractor’s programme of works and time-table. 

3.4 If unexpected remains are encountered the Conservation Team of SCCAS must be informed immediately. 
Amendments to this specification may be made to ensure adequate provision for archaeological recording. 
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4. Specification 
4.1 The developer shall afford access at all reasonable times to both the County Council Conservation Team 

archaeologist and the contracted ‘observing archaeologist’ to allow archaeological observation of building 
and engineering operations which disturb the ground. 

4.2 Opportunity must be given to the ‘observing archaeologist’ to hand excavate any discrete archaeological 
features which appear during earth moving operations, retrieve finds and make measured records as 
necessary. 

4.3 In the case of reduction to floor formation levels unimpeded access at the rate of one hour per 7 sq metres 
must be allowed during stripping and before concreting.  In the case of footings & services unimpeded 
access at the rate of one hour per 5 metres of trench must be allowed for archaeological recording before 
concreting or building begin. Where it is necessary to see archaeological detail one of the soil faces is to be 
trowelled clean. 

4.4 All archaeological features exposed must be planned at a minimum scale of 1:50 on a plan showing the 
proposed layout of the development. 

4.5 All contexts must be numbered and finds recorded by context. 
4.6 The data recording methods and conventions used must be consistent with, and approved by, the County 

Sites and Monuments Record. 
 
5. Report Requirements 
5.1 An archive of all records and finds is to be prepared consistent with the principles of Management of 

Archaeological Projects (MAP2), particularly Appendix 3.This must be deposited with the County Sites 
and Monuments Record within 3 months of the completion of work.  It will then become publicly 
accessible. 

5.2 Finds must be appropriately conserved and stored in accordance with UK Institute of Conservators 
Guidelines.  The finds, as an indissoluble part of the site archive, should be deposited with the County 
SMR if the landowner can be persuaded to agree to this.  If this is not possible for all or any part of the 
finds archive, then provision must be made for additional recording (e.g. photography, illustration, 
analysis) as appropriate. 

5.3 A report on the fieldwork and archive, consistent with the principles of MAP2, particularly Appendix 4, 
must be provided.  The report must summarise the methodology employed, the stratigraphic sequence, and 
give a period by period description of the contexts recorded, and an inventory of finds.  The objective 
account of the archaeological evidence must be clearly distinguished from its interpretation. The Report 
must include a discussion and an assessment of the archaeological evidence. Its conclusions must include a 
clear statement of the archaeological value of the results, and their significance in the context of the 
Regional Research Framework (East Anglian Archaeology, Occasional Papers 3 & 8, 1997 and 2000). 

5.4 A summary report, in the established format, suitable for inclusion in the annual ‘Archaeology in Suffolk’ 
section of the Proceedings of the Suffolk Institute of Archaeology, must be prepared and included in the 
project report. 

5.5 County Sites and Monuments Record sheets must be completed, as per the county SMR manual, for all 
sites where archaeological finds and/or features are located. 

 
Specification by:   Robert Carr 
 
Suffolk County Council 
Archaeological Service Conservation Team 
Environment and Transport Department 
Shire Hall 
Bury St Edmunds 
Suffolk IP33 2AR 
 
Date: 25 February 2003          Reference:   /40CollegeSt2003 
 

This brief and specification remains valid for 12 months from the above date.  If work is not carried out in 
full within that time this document will lapse; the authority should be notified and a revised brief and 
specification may be issued. 

 
If the work defined by this brief forms a part of a programme of archaeological work required by a Planning 
Condition, the results must be considered by the Conservation Team of the Archaeological Service of Suffolk 
County Council, who have the responsibility for advising the appropriate Planning Authority. 
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Appendix 2: Context List
opno feature identifier description cuts cutby over under Spot date

0001 UNSTRAT U/S

0002 0002 feature Edge offeature, fill of pale brown loam which
suggests it is early. Possible posthole but not
enough visible to be certain. Beneath wall.

0003 0003 pit and posthole Two features, finds dragged out together from 16-17
bottom of trench. Edge of posthole on one side.
Pit. Animal bones from pit not recovered. Cut
from at least c.0.6m down. Fill of pale grey/brown
silt. All pottery brought back.

0004 layer Pale brown lower fill of footing. Could not 12-13
destinguish feature. All pottery recovered That was
seen.

0005 0005 cess pit? Cess pit c. brick and Abbey stone face on one side 18
with pit c.1 m wide. loose fill not bottomed at 2m.
Cut from 0.8m from surface. Infilled with loose tile.

.0006 0006 posthole cut and fill possible posthole on edge of cess pit
probabaly not related based on fill. Bottomed at
1.35m natural at I.lm.

0007 0007 pits? . cut and fill, Pit or probably two, cut by 0005, cuts 13?
pit 0008.

0008 0008 pit cut and fill, cut by pit 0007. Finds
indistinguishable from 0007.

0009 0009 Pit Cut and fill, Mid brown/orange gravelly silt.
Shallow.

0010 0010 Pit Cut and some fill, Deep pit not bottomed at 2.2m, 0029
c.2m wide. Fill mid brown loam mixed with chalk
, animal bone (not collected) no finds, lack of tile
suggest medieval?
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opno feature identifier description cuts cutby over under Spot date

0011 0010 pit fill cut + fill possibly same as 00 I0, not bottomed at
1.7m same fill type no fmds.

0012 0012 pit Pit and fill, cut by well 0014 dark grey brown silt 0014 12-14
fill with chalk, no tile in fill (looks medieval in
appearance!) Bottomed at 1.7m flat bottom.

0013 0014 fill well Fill of well, only one number, upper fill sticky 0021 0014 16-17 (19?)
brown loam becoming ashy with burning large
number of finds, animal bone not collected but
there turned out to be quite a lot with finds
collected from spoil therefore some contamination
possble. oyster, mussels etc

0014 0014 well Structure, cut through chalk and silt, where cut 0021 00120015 0013 LMed+
through loose fill(such as pits 0012 and 0015) there
was a retaining wall oforange mortar reinforced
with tiles. These were stacked at odd angles as if
poored in with moratr behind a temporary retaing
wall?

0015 0015 pit cut and fill, chalky brown silt, with chalk bands, 0016 00140021 12-13
looks medieval, low finds

0016 0016 pit cut and fill, small pit cut by 0015, brown loam/silt 0021
fill.

0017 0017 fill mixed fill 0013,0015,0016, also possible from 0021 19-20
cross wall cut 0021.

0018 0018 Layer Layer mixed fill of chalky brown loam, suggset 0020 0019 0022 13-14
this layer may be more complicated than could be
appreciated from such a small trench. Finds
possibly some (most!) from 0019.

0019 0019 pit cut and fill, top fmds mixed with 0018 but most 13
came low down in pit. Animal bone collected.
Slightly sticky green/brown loam some ash.

0020 0020 pit cut and fill, soft brown sand, cuts 0018. 0018 0021 12-14
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opno feature identifier description cuts cutby over under Spot date

0021 0021 wall foundation ran above footing trench,running north-south, cut see descrip PMed?
through top of well 0014, some bricks etc fell in
source of some contamination.

0022 0022 layer Khaki/brown loam below.

0023 0023 layer chalk layer substantial build up, possibly yarding, 00220024 0021
appears in both east west footings from standing
building.

0024 0024 wall foundation insubstantial wall foundation, not caught in section 0022 0023
as ran down middle of footing trench. Constructed
oflayers of tile with orange mortar, identical to
lining of well 0014.

0025 0025 floor? level layer ofslightly crushed chalk, suggest floor 0022
of building.

0026 0026 Layer Layer of clay over 0018, almost level with floor
0025, the significance ofthis could not be
established.

0027 0027 pit Possible pit, but might be just part of some fill. 0018 00260022

0028 0028 pit Pit cut by cess pit 0005. Retaining wall for 0005 0005 0004
cut through the fill

0029 0029 Pit? Wide relatively shallow pit over 0010 0010

0030 0030 pit small pit?
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Appendix 3.1: General Finds

OPNo Pottery CBM Fired clay Glass Clay pipe Oyster Animal bone Miscellaneous Spotdate

No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt

0001 4 0.123 1 0.049 0.011 VIS

0003 6 0.129 2 0.016 16-17

0004 1 0.009 2 0.486 12-13

0005 1 0.126 4 1.288 2 0.486 18

0007 3 0.047 13?

0012 2 0.078 12-14

0013 65 2.685 11 0.506 5 0.054 16-17 (19?)

0014 9 2.632 LMed+

0015 3 0.039 12-13

0017 7 0.311 1 0.112 0.105 19-20

0018 4 0.062 1 0.032 1 0.005 1 0.007 9 0.066 13-14

0019 34 0.499 3 0.096 6 0.051 ' 71 0.735 2 stone 13

0020 3 0.034 1 coal? 12-1~

0021 2 0.639 PMed?

Total 133 4.142 32 5.354 1 0.005 5 1.077 1 0.011 7 0.058 87 0.871

All weights in kg
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